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KUWAIT: Ahli Capital, the investment arm of Al-
Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK), announced the launch of 
its new brand ‘ABK Capital’. This comes in line with 
the company’s strategy to enhance the experience of 
its clients, and integrates perfectly with the larger 
transformation process taking shape across the ABK 
Group. ABK Capital intends to leverage its team of 
highly qualified and experienced professionals in the 
fields of asset and wealth management to offer new 
innovative solutions and services. This will further 
enrich its clients’ investment journey and aims to 
build even stronger long-term ties with them.  

On this occasion, Yasmine Salamah, the Vice 
Chairperson of ABK Capital, stated: “We aim to 
continue building on ABK Capital’s presence as a 
prominent and reputable investment company in 
Kuwait, which has consistently, over the last 16 
years since its establishment, delivered value to our 
clients and put their financial needs at the forefront 

of our priorities. We aspire to strengthen ABK 
Capital’s position as a top tier leading investment 
company in Kuwait.”  

Dr Husayn Shahrur, CEO of ABK Capital com-
mented: “We are our clients’ local partner for their 
global investment reach and entirely focused on 
meeting their expectations and aspirations. We 
offer our clients a full range of products and serv-

ices, through traditional and alternative investment 
solutions. We also provide them with the opportu-
nity to invest in local, regional, and global markets 
with complete ease and convenience. The launch of 
our new brand only adds to our drive towards 
delivering greater achievements.” 

ABK Capital is a leading regional investment 
firm, providing asset management solutions and 

investment advisory services. Established in 2006, 
it is a Kuwaiti Shareholding Closed Company 
(K.S.C.C) regulated by the Capital Markets 
Authority (CMA) in Kuwait. As a subsidiary of Al-
Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK), ABK Capital is part of 
its growing regional footprint spanning across 
Kuwait, Egypt, and the United Arab Emirates. ABK 
Capital prides itself on extending the same level of 
transparency, proficiency, and dedication to all its 
clients, and delivers a broad range of local, region-
al, and global investment solutions and services.

Ahli Capital rebrands as ABK Capital
ABK Capital to leverage its team in asset and wealth management fields

 

Ghana offers local  
debt swap as  
part of IMF talks 

 
ACCRA: Ghana offered investors a domestic 
debt swap on Monday to ease a crunch in 
payments as the government negotiates an 
IMF bailout during its worst economic crisis 
in decades. The West African state is in talks 
for up to $3 bil l ion in credit from the 
International Monetary Fund to help shore up 
its public finances. Inflation is at more than 40 
percent and the cedi currency has lost 50 
percent in value this year, helping push up 
debt by $6 billion in 2022. 

As part of IMF negotiations, Ghana’s gov-
ernment is seeking to make its debt more sus-
tainable after facing warnings about the risks 
of it  defaulting on obligations. Finance 
Minister Kenneth Ofori-Atta said in a record-
ed statement late on Sunday on social media 
the debt exchange starting Monday would 
swap current debt for four new bonds matur-
ing between 2027 and 2037. 

“Our commitment to Ghanaians and the 
investor community, in line with the negotia-
tions with the IMF is to restore macroeco-
nomic stabil ity in the shortest possible 
time,” he said. 

A foreign debt restructuring program 
would be presented later, he said. Ghana, a 
top cocoa and gold producer, has oil and gas 
reserves but its debt payments are high and 
its revenues weak. Like the rest of Africa, it 
has been hit by economic fallout from the 
global pandemic and the Ukraine war. Ofori-
Atta said the government had worked to mini-
mize the swap impact on investors holding 
government bonds, especially small investors 
and other vulnerable groups. 

There will be no “haircuts” on principle 
value of bonds, he said. The minister said the 
government recognized banks and financial 
institutions hold a large amount of local 
government debt, but regulatory agencies 
and the central bank would help ease the 
impact on them. 

“These are difficult times and we count on 
the support of all Ghanaians and the invest-
ment community to make this exercise suc-
cessful,” he said. President Nana Akufo-Addo 
and his economic team have come under 
growing pressure over the crisis, after the 
government earlier this year did a U-turn and 
said it  would go to the IMF for help. 
Lawmakers have moved to censure Ofori-
Atta over his economic performance and par-
liament is still reviewing that motion. 

Last month, Akufo-Addo fired the govern-
ment’s junior finance minister, Charles Adu 
Boahen, over corruption allegations after he 
appeared in a documentary on illegal gold 
mining.  —AFP

Al-Sayer unveils  
all-new Toyota  
GR86 coupe 2023 

 
KUWAIT: Sports car enthusiasts in Kuwait can 
look forward to an exciting addition to Toyota’s GR 
collection as Mohamed Naser Al-Sayer & Sons Est 
Co launched the al l-new Toyota GR86 during 
GulfRun Grand Prix held in Kuwait Motor Town 
recently. The sleek and stylish coupe provides an 
entry point to Toyota’s GR range, bringing the 
rewards of sports-focused handling and perform-
ance to a wider audience. 

The new GR86 is an evolution of the previous 
GT86; the model launched a decade ago that sig-
naled Toyota’s renewed commitment to sports car 
engineering. The coupe retains the classic configu-
ration of a front-mounted engine with rear-wheel 
drive and is designed to spread the joy of a fun driv-
ing experience, while inheriting the culture of the 
previous model. The development of Toyota’s ever-
growing GR models by the TOYOTA GAZOO Racing 
team fulfills the company’s mission to use the expe-
rience and know-how gained from participation in 
motorsport to build ‘ever-better cars.’  

Yasunori Suezawa, chief engineer in charge of the 
vehicle’s development, commented: “The GR86’s 
mission is to open up the world of GR, enabling it to 
be enjoyed by more and more people. When you get 
behind the wheel, it is guaranteed to put a smile on 
your face. For that reason, we set ‘smile behind the 
wheel’ as our key development goal. Our objective 
was to develop a powerful yet fun-to-drive vehicle 
that would bring happiness to sports car fans. I 
believe we have achieved this and more; the new 
GR86 provides direct and satisfying performance 
that truly embodies the GR spirit.” 

Kei Fujita, Chief Representative, Middle East and 
Central Asia Representative Office, Toyota Motor 
Corporation, commented: “We are very excited to 
bring the new GR86 to our customers in the Middle 

East. Designed for enthusiasts by enthusiasts, the 
latest addition to our GR range offers true sports 
car performance with a focus on added stability, 
power, and improved aerodynamics. Importantly, it 
is not simply for purists and those with high levels of 
experience; its rewards can be discovered day-to-
day on the open road as much as on the track.” 

Fujita continued: “We are confident this latest 
addition to Toyota’s GR range will give more people 
opportunities to experience the pure joy of driving. I 
would like to thank all our customers in the region 
for their endless support, which continuously inspires 
us on our journey to make ‘ever-better cars.’” 

The GR86 inherits  the front-independent 
MacPherson struts and rear double-wishbone sus-
pension system featured on the GT86, with a per-
formance tuned for an even higher level of response 
and stable handling. The successful lowering of the 
center of gravity is central to the car’s superior han-
dling and exhilarating driving experience. As for the 
overall dimensions of the new GR86, they are close 
to those of its predecessor, yet, the height has been 
lowered by 10 mm (to 1,310 mm), while 5 mm has 
been added to the wheelbase (2,575 mm).  

With its wide stance, the rear-wheel-drive coupe’s 
handling changes come in the form of front and rear-
frame reinforcements that increase rigidity. Functional 
exterior air vents were also added to further support 
steering stability. In addition, weight-shaving details, 
such as aluminum roof panels and fenders, ensure a 
nimble curb weight of just over 1,270 kg. 

The 2.4L natural ly aspirated, horizontal ly 
opposed four-cylinder boxer engine brings a signifi-
cant power upgrade, increasing from 205 to 233 hp 
and 212 to 250 nm of torque. The power boost stems 
from a series of tweaks, including increased bore 
size, changes to the intake and exhaust systems, and 
optimization of the Toyota D-4S dual injection tech-
nology. These deliver a responsive and powerful 
driving experience, particularly when coming out of 
curves onto straight roads. In addition, drivers can 
choose between a 6-speed manual (MT) or auto-
matic transmission (AT). The bigger engine also 
improves zero-to-60 times, from 7.0 to 6.3 seconds 
for the MT and from 8.0 to 6.9 seconds for the AT. 

With a refined, aerodynamic profile, the new 

GR86 boasts a sleek and assertive look with a long 
hood and short rear deck highlighting its racing-
inspired proportions. The front of the vehicle fea-
tures a GR-specific Functional MATRIX ‘G Mesh’ 
Grille, which fuses performance and expressiveness. 
Its angular LED headlights complement the aerody-
namic front air dams and vents, with side sill spoilers 
to aid steering responsiveness and stability. The 
tightened wheel arches at the vehicle’s rearexpress a 
wide stance, whi le arch f ins control  airf low. 
Aerodynamic fins have also been added to the lower 
rear bumper to further enhance stability. 

The 2023 GR86’s driver-focused cockpit is 
designed to elevate the daily driving experience 
while also offering a simplicity that keeps drivers 
squarely focused on the road. It features a 7-inch 
Thin Film Transistor (TFT) screen, which displays 
all-new three-mode digital instrumentation, includ-
ing Normal, Sport, and Track modes. While in Track 
mode, drivers receive real-time readouts of gear 
position, engine speed, water temperature, and oil 
temperature. The horizontally configured instrument 
panel now has LCD toggle displays with silver 
trimmed dials that give the cabin a modern, race-
inspired feel. Standard sport front bucket seats with 
side bolster firmly hold drivers in place around each 
corner. The GR86 also brings everyday usability 
with 2+2 seating that offers the versatility of fold-
down rear seats.

Vodafone CEO to  
step down after  
four years at helm 

 
LONDON: Vodafone chief executive Nick Read is 
stepping down, the British telecoms group said 
Monday, after a four-year tenure marked by a steep 
fall in the company’s share price. Read will leave his 
role at the end of December following more than 20 
years at the group, a statement said. 

He wi l l  be replaced on an inter im basis  by 
Vodafone’s chief financial officer Margherita Della 
Valle, who will continue her current role while 
Vodafone seeks out a permanent replacement. 

His surprise resignation comes after Vodafone 
recently announced flat earnings for its first half 
and follows a near 20-percent drop in its share 
price this year. “I agreed with the board that now is 
the right moment to hand over to a new leader who 

can build on Vodafone’s strengths and capture the 
significant opportunities ahead,” Read said in the 
statement. 

He departs with Vodafone in talks over merging 
its UK operations with rival Three UK, owned by 
Hong Kong-based CK Hutchison. Vodafone believes 
a combination would accelerate the rollout of 5G 
telecoms technology in the UK, which has been 
partly hampered by Britain banning Chinese giant 
Huawei from involvement in the technology offering 
faster downloads than 4G. 

Vodafone’s share price was flat at 91 pence fol-
lowing Monday’s announcement. “With the shares 
languishing at their lowest levels in more than 20 
years it is hard to describe departing Vodafone 
CEO Nick Read’s tenure as anything other than a 
disappointment,” noted Russ Mould, investment 
director at AJ Bell. “Read’s final set of results last 
month did him absolutely no favors, as Vodafone 
downgraded full-year guidance.” 

He also came under pressure from major activist 
investor Cevian Capital, which recently slashed its 
stake in Vodafone. However, Read “helped to steer 
the telecoms giant through the challenges of the 

pandemic, aiding connectivity when individuals and 
households were forced to stay home during strict 
lockdowns”, said Victoria Scholar, head of invest-
ment at Interactive Investor. —AFP

BARCELONA, Spain:  In this file photo taken on February 25, 
2019, Vodafone chief executive officer Nick Read speaks at 
the Mobile World Congress (MWC) in Barcelona.  —AFP
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Glencore to pay  
$180m to DR Congo  
over graft claims 

 
GENEVA: Swiss mining giant Glencore said 
Monday it has agreed to pay $180 million to the 
Democratic Republic of Congo to cover corruption 
allegations, the latest payment in a series of graft 
cases it has faced worldwide. The company said the 
settlement with DRC covers “all present and future 
claims arising from any alleged acts of corruption” 

by the Glencore Group between 2007 and 2018. 
The settlement with DRC is related to investiga-

tions by the country’s authorities and the US 
Department of Justice, Glencore said. “Glencore is a 
long-standing investor in the DRC and is pleased to 
have reached this agreement to address the conse-
quences of its past conduct,” Glencore chairman 
Kalidas Madhavpeddi said. Glencore disclosed in 
2018 that the US Justice Department had launched 
a corruption investigation linked to the group’s 
business in Nigeria, Venezuela and DRC. 

A year later, Britain’s Serious Fraud Office said it 
was investigating suspicions of bribery by the 
Glencore group of companies and staff in DRC. 
Brazil also opened a probe in 2018 into Glencore 

and trading groups Vitol and Trafigura over alleged 
bribery of employees at state-run oil company 
Petrobras. In May, the group reached a settlement 
with Brazilian, British and US authorities, pleading 
guilty to corruption in Africa and South America. 

Glencore agreed to pay a $700 million fine to 
the United States for fraud and corruption in Brazil, 
Cameroon, Nigeria and Venezuela, and misappro-
priation of confidential information in Mexico. 

The company was also hit with $486 million in 
fines and forfeitures for oil price contract manipula-
tion. Last month, a UK court ordered Glencore to 
pay £280 million ($313 million) following an investi-
gation into bribes paid to gain preferential access 
to oil in several African countries. —AFP

Moroccans protest 
high cost of living 

 
RABAT: Protesters turned out in force to march in 
Morocco’s capital Rabat Sunday to denounce the 
“high cost of living and repression”, amid surging 
inflation and rising social discontent. 

“The people want lower prices... The people 
want to eliminate despotism and corruption,” chant-
ed the crowd, estimated by journalists to be around 
3,000 people, the largest such rally in recent 
months. Police put the turnout at between 1,200 and 
1,500 people.  “We came to protest against a gov-
ernment that embodies the marriage of money and 
power,” said Younes Ferachine, a coordinator from 
the Moroccan Social Front (FSM) group of political 
parties and left-wing trade unions that organized 
the rally. People converged from across Morocco 
for the protest, which was also called to highlight 
the cases of several jailed bloggers and journalists. 

Hit by the economic impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic and inflation, poverty levels are back to 
where they were in 2014, the government’s High 
Commission for Planning said in a recent report. 

Consumer price inflation was 7.1 percent year-
on-year in October, due in large part to surging 
food prices triggered partly by an intense drought 
that has hit farmers. Faced with the recent protests, 
Prime Minister Aziz Akhannouch has lately promot-
ed expanding medical coverage, with more than 10 
million low-income Moroccans enrolling in recent 
weeks.  —AFP


